New PS2100 WiFi Thermostat Launches at AHR Expo

Atlanta, Jan. 14, 2019 - LUX, a Johnson Controls brand, today previews its newest WIFI thermostat at
AHR Expo –PS2100. Available in March, this is the first WIFI thermostat that can be set-up entirely via
the LUX mobile app – no WiFi connection needed. Contractors have a special app that will walk them
through a step-by-step set-up process right on the job. The LUX Pro Services App is the easy to use tool
that provides the pro with the features that matter.
The LUX Pro Services App connects the contractor to the PS2100 and also provides access to “pro
features” built into the product. Contractors set up and test the thermostat along with the HVAC system
all without any internet connection. Upon completion, the contractor’s job is done as the thermostat is
now fully operational and verified. At the end of the process, an automated email is sent to the
homeowner highlighting the work the contractor performed and detailed instructions on how to
connect the thermostat to the internet. This innovative, step-by-step set-up process is patent pending.
“We are excited to introduce the PS2100 at AHR Expo,” said Rob Munin, General Manager Thermostats
at Johnson Controls Inc. and former CEO of LUX Products. “The product’s design and price is meant to
attract homeowners who might be overwhelmed by the look and feel and higher price of today’s smart
thermostats. We think it fills a gap for the contractor in their product offerings.”
PS2100 is one of the most affordable WiFi thermostats but still maintains all the great features that LUX
has pioneered. PS2100 comes equipped with all the features LUX users have come to enjoy including
Home Away & Aware, smart scheduling, personalized settings and access to the LUX mobile app where
they can find information about money savings, air quality and wellness & sleep quality. The PS2100 is
also compatible with all three popular voice assistants. The thermostat comes with a five-year warranty.
The PS2100 can be powered by c-wire and works with any 4-wire system without a c-wire via the LUX
Power Bridge (sold separately).
For more information on LUX smart thermostats, visit Pro.LuxProducts.com
LUX is an innovative name in home comfort and one of the largest brands of thermostats with over 16
million thermostats installed worldwide. LUX thermostats are powered by innovative design and
technology with a focus on ease of use and rich features making it easy for end users to manage their
indoor comfort. Users can save energy and money no matter the project budget with a full range of
comfort controls from smart through job-friendly programmable and mechanical thermostats.
About Johnson Controls
Johnson Controls is a global diversified technology and multi industrial leader serving a wide range of
customers in more than 150 countries. Our 135,000 employees create intelligent buildings, efficient
energy solutions, integrated infrastructure and next generation transportation systems that work

seamlessly together to deliver on the promise of smart cities and communities. Our commitment
to sustainability dates back to our roots in 1885, with the invention of the first electric room thermostat.
We are committed to helping our customers win and creating greater value for all of our stakeholders
through strategic focus on our buildings and energy growth platforms. For additional information,
please visit www.johnsoncontrols.com or follow us @johnsoncontrols on Twitter.
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